
Agilent CrossLab Connect

Accelerate your lab 
performance

View your entire lab all at once
A comprehensive lab-wide dashboard 
provides scientists with immediate control 
over all laboratory assets, digitally enabling 
your lab to achieve scientific and business 
goals.

Transform operations to increase reliability 

and availability of laboratory assets.

Optimize lab performance capacity and 

throughput.

Simplify control of laboratory assets with 

visibility and access to all instrumentation.

Our digital suite of laboratory applications and sensor technologies accelerates 

laboratory performance with unprecedented visibility and control over all your scientific 

assets.

Learn moreRequest demo

An accurate scientific inventory is foundational to asset control 

and fleet optimization.

View all of your scientific 
assets

Inventory Manager1

Explore feature

Explore feature

A proactive maintenance strategy is possible with all service 

records and new requests at your fingertips.

Quickly create new service 
requests

Service Manager2

Asset Monitoring3

Lab-wide visibility of instrument utilization improves 

throughput and optimizes spend.

See how your fleet is being 
used

Explore feature

Real-time alerts give deep insight into instrument health 

to reduce unplanned disruption.

Minimize downtime with 
immediate notifications

Smart Alerts4

Explore feature

Lifecycle analytics combine inventory, service, and utilization to 

help you make data-driven decisions.

Turn analytics into action

Asset Lifecycle Analytics5

Explore feature

Your digital lab transformation

Meet Client Commitments by Minimizing Downtime
Laboratory throughput disruptions have many negative downstream effects that may 
damage company reputation and client loyalty. Applying new data-intelligence and 
sensor technologies to your laboratory will increase asset availability and utilization while 
minimizing downtime.

Optimize Spend with Data-Driven Decisions
Getting the most from your lab investment is a constant pressure. High-throughput 
laboratories often fail to recognize that inefficient planning, resulting in asset 
underutilization, is a substantial contributor to mismanaged budgets. A comprehensive 
view of lab operations provides the basis for sound data-driven decisions.

$

Unburden Scientists with Digital Connectivity
Scientists are overburdened with lab operational tasks, often dealing with disruptions that 
steal time away from productivity. A digitally connected lab improves asset reliability and 
control, reducing unplanned downtime and freeing up your scientists to get back to what 
they do best – Science.

Improve Sustainability Through Lab Optimization
A more efficient lab is a more sustainable lab. Scientists are often unaware that 
laboratory optimization and sustainability go hand-in-hand. New data intelligence 
technologies and better industry insight improve lab operational efficiency, 
producing more with less energy – a win for both science and the environment.

Your lab operations partner

Connect your lab today

Our team of lab operations experts combined with the comprehensive digital 
capabilities of CrossLab Connect can help you achieve breakthroughs in laboratory 
efficiency, productivity, and sustainability.

Learn moreRequest demo
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